In this paper we study resonances in two degrees of freedom, autonomous, hamiltonian systems. Due to the presence of a symmetry condition on one of the degrees of freedom, we show that some of the resonances vanish as lower order resonances. After determining the size of the resonance domain, we investigate this order change of resonance in a rather general potential problem with discrete symmetry and consider as an example the H enon-Heiles family of hamiltonians. We also study a classical example of a mechanical system with symmetry, the elastic pendulum, which leads to a natural hierarchy of resonances with the 4 : 1-resonance as the most prominent after the 2 : 1-resonance and which explains why the 3 : 1-resonance is neglected.
Introduction
Symmetries play an essential part in studying the theory and applications of dynamical systems. For a general dynamical systems reference see 3] , for symmetry in the context of hamiltonian systems see 4] and also 1], or 12]. In the older literature, attention was usually payed to the relation between symmetry and the existence of rst integrals On leave from Jurusan Matematika, FMIPA,Institut Teknologi Bandung, Ganesha no. 10, Bandung, Indonesia 1 but recently the relation between symmetry and resonance, in particular its in uence on normal forms has been explored, see 13] for references.
In our analysis we shall be using a small parameter " which is introduced by re-scaling the variables. The implication is that, as " is small we analyze the dynamics of the hamiltonian ow in the neighborhood of equilibriumcorresponding with the origin of phasespace. Note that " 2 is a measure for the energy with respect to equilibrium. Putting " = 0, the equations of motion reduce to linear decoupled oscillators.
An important tool to analyze hamiltonian systems are normal forms. Based on the lowest degree of the expanded hamiltonian function where resonant terms are found, one can classify the resonances into three classes, i.e. rst order, second order and higher order resonance. First order and second order resonances of two degrees of freedom have been considered intensively in the literature while higher order resonance has been considered in 6] and 7]. One can also classify resonance in the sense of energy interchange between the degrees of freedom. Terms like strong (or genuine) resonance and weak resonance are used to express the order of energy interchange on a certain time-scale which is characteristic for the dynamics of the system.
In this paper we are focusing on resonance in the presence of symmetry, see 13] for an introduction. In section 2 we will indicate how symmetry assumptions a ect resonance and the normal forms. We use Birkho -Gustavson normalization which is equivalent with averaging techniques. In section 3 we give a sharp estimate of the size of the resonance domain at higher order resonance. Section 4 focuses on a special resonance, the 1 : 2-resonance for symmetric potential problems; we discuss an example from an important family of potential problems. Section 5 discusses one of the classical mechanical examples with symmetry, the elastic pendulum. In this problem, we show that the symmetry assumption produces a new hierarchy of resonances. It is also clear that symmetry in the second degree of freedom does not a ect the 2 : 1-resonance. If we assume the symmetry is in the rst degree of freedom, then this resonance will be a ected while the 1 : 2-resonance will not. On the other hand, both the 3 : 1-and 1 : 3-resonances are eliminated as a lower order resonance by the symmetry assumption, no matter on which degree of freedom the symmetric condition is assumed. As in mechanics one often has symmetries, this may also explain why these resonances received not much attention in the literature. This is demonstrated clearly for the elastic pendulum in section 5. For the 1 : 1-resonance, symmetry conditions on any degree of freedom (or even in both) do not push it into higher order resonance.
The Resonance Domain
Consider the normal form of a hamiltonian at higher order resonance
where = n' 1 ? m' 2 + , ( 1 ; ' 1 ) and ( 2 ; ' 2 ) are the action-angle variables of the rst and the second degree of freedom, respectively, m and n are natural numbers satisfying m+n 5 and m n = ! 1 ! 2 ; and 2 0; 2 ). Note that P k is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k and it corresponds to the H 2k term in the hamiltonian (1) . Independent integrals of the system are I 1 ( 1 ; 2 ) ! 1 1 +! 2 2 = E ; and I 2 ( 1 ; 2 ; ' 1 ; ' 2 ; ") (H ?I 1 ( 1 ; 2 ))=" 2 = C. In a seminal paper 6], Sanders described the ow on the energy manifold as follows. In the case of higher order resonance interesting dynamics takes place in the resonance domain which is imbedded in the energy manifold. The resonance domain contains a stable and an unstable periodic solution; the domain is foliated into tori on which the interaction between the two degrees of freedom takes place. In 6] the time-scale of the interaction is " ?(m+n)=2 and the size d " of the resonance domain is estimated to be O("
). The estimate of d " given in 6] is an upper limit, it depends on the approximation technique used there. Van den Broek 9](pp. 65-67) gave numerical evidence that the size of the resonance domain is actually smaller. In this section we shall present a sharp estimate of the size d " which we derive from a Poincar e section of the ow.
The derivation runs as follows. First eliminate one of the actions, say 1 using I 1 . Then we choose the section by setting ' 1 = 0. Thus we have a section in the second degree of freedom direction which is transversal to the ow of the system. For simplicity, we put = 0 (otherwise we can rotate the coordinate with respect to the origin). 
Fixing a value for E , we draw the contour plot of (6) which gives us the Poincar e map.
The contour plot of P in the q-p plane (for a xed ") mainly consists of circles surrounding the origin. This is due to the fact that in the equations of motion, the equation for the actions are of order " m+n?2 and the equation for of order "
2 . This implies that for most of the initial conditions, the actions are constant up to order " m+n?2 and only the angles are varying. This condition fails to hold in a region where the righthand side of the equation for is zero or becomes small. Up to order " 2 , the location of this region can be found by solving n @P 2 @ 1
? m @P 2 @ 2 = 0: Note that in phase space, the equation above de nes the so-called resonance manifold. On this resonance manifold there exist at least 2 short periodic solutions of the system (more if m and n are not relatively prime).
In the contour plot, these short periodic orbits appear as 2m xed points (excluding the origin) which are saddles and centers corresponding to the unstable and stable periodic orbit. Each two neighbouring saddles are connected by a heteroclinic cycle. Inside each domain bounded by these heteroclinic cycles, also known as the resonance domain, there is a center point. For example, see gure 3 in section 5. We approximate the size of this domain by calculating the distance between the two intersection points of the heteroclinic cycle and a straight line p = q for a such that a center point is on the line.
Suppose we found one of the saddles (q s ; p s ) and one of the centers (q c ; p c ). We calculate C s " = P(q s ; p s ; ") and C c " = P(q c ; p c ; "). Note that since the integral I 2 depends only on the actions up to order " m+n?4 we have C s " ? C c " = O(" m+n?4 ). The heteroclinic cycles are
given by the equation P(q; p; ") = C s " and the intersection with the line p = q is given by solving P(q; q; ") = C s " . Write q = q c + " ; 2 IR. We want to determine which leads us to the size of the domain.
Note that P(q; q; ") = P 4 (q; q) + " 2 P 6 (q; q) + + " m+n?4 R(q; q; "); where P k is a non-homogenous (in general) polynomial of degree k and R is determined by the resonant 2 ):
Of course degeneracies in the normal form may change this estimate. It is interesting to compare this with a formal method to derive the size of a resonance domain, described in 12], section 11.7. If we repeat the balancing method (method of signi cant degenerations) described there for our higher order resonance problem, we recover estimate (7).
A potential problem with symmetry
We will now study the 1 : 2 resonance in potential problems with a symmetry assumption. The normal form calculation is done using averaging techniques in a canonical way.
We rescale time to set one of the frequencies to be 1; we put ! 1 = 1 and ! 2 = !. The hamiltonian with a potential, discrete symmetric in the second degree of freedom becomes 
The unperturbed form of system (9) (for " = 0) is linear and all solutions are periodic. 
Using (10) we can transform (9) into the Lagrange standard form which has average zero to O("). This means that on the time-scale 1=", both the amplitude and the phase are constant, up to order ". If is of O(") then there will be no xed point in the averaged system and there is no interesting dynamics on this time-scale. Putting (") = 1 " 
From system (11), we conclude that, up to order " the amplitude of the periodic solution is constant. This result is consistent with the result in 11].
The resonance manifold
We shall de ne a combination angle which reduces the dimension of the averaged system by one. Moreover, a lemma by Verhulst 7] (stated there without proof) , can simplify the equation for the combination angle. We present this theorem in a slightly di erent form: The phase-shift will not a ect the location of the resonance manifold, it will only rotate it with respect to the origin but it will a ect the location of the periodic solutions in the resonance manifold.
Because of this lemma, de ne = 4' 1 ? 2' 2 . Then, the averaged equations become 
The resonance manifold is imbedded in the energy manifold and contains periodic solutions; because of lemma 3.1 we know the location, one is stable and one is unstable. By xing the energy, we x also 1 and 2 and approximate them with their initial value while (' 1 ; ' 2 ) varies (except on the resonance manifold).
Using the approximate energy integral, i.e. E 0 = 2E 0 : The last inequality is equivalent with 1 2 0. If 1 tends to zero, then the resonance manifold will be approaching the rst normal mode. For 2 tending to zero, the resonance manifold approaches the second normal mode. We exclude now the equality and will consider only the resonance manifold in general position.
We summarize in a lemma:
Lemma 4.2 Existence of the resonance manifold in general position for exact resonance
Consider hamiltonian (8) . The resonance manifold moves to the second normal 9 mode which it reaches at = 13 360 . After that the resonance manifold vanishes and then emerges again from the rst normal mode when = ? 1 30 . The resonance manifold then always exist and tends to the second normal mode as decreases. . The domain II and the unbounded domain I and III (both bounded by the parabola and the straight line) correspond with existence of the resonance manifold.
How is the e ect of detuning in the case of existence of the resonance manifold? In the same way as before, in terms of parameters and = 1 =(E 0 a 2 2 ), we can write for the existence of the resonant manifold 0 ?360 + 13 ? 240 3600 2 ? 720 ? 3 1: (16) In gure 1, the area marked by I, II and III represent the domains of existence of the resonance manifold in the parameter space. The parabolic boundary of the domain represents the rst normal mode (q 1 ; p 1 direction) and the straight line boundary the second normal mode. By xing the detuning coe cient, we have a horizontal line on which we can move the resonance manifold from one normal mode to the other as we vary . The analysis can be repeated for xed . The bold parts of the horizontal axes are the cases of exact resonance. Note that the intersection points are excluded as they correspond with the zero of the denominator in (15).
The degeneration 2 = 4 1
Consider again the equations in (13) . With the condition 2 = 4 1 , equations (13) become
System (17) immediately yields that at exact resonance there will be no resonance manifold. Another consequence is that there exist a critical energy E c = 1 1 such that the last equation of (17) is zero, up to order " 3 . It means we have to include even higher order terms of the hamiltonian in the analysis.
From the normal form (4), we know that this corresponds with the case that the normalized H 4 is zero. For the 1 : 2-resonance H 5 does not contain resonant terms. Thus the next nonzero term would be derived from H 6 . As a consequence, the equations for amplitudes and phases are all of the same order, i.e. O(" 4 ). It is also clear from normal form (4) that in H 6 besides terms which represent interaction between two degrees of freedom (resonant terms), there are also interactions between each degree of freedom with itself (terms of the form 1 j ).
To avoid a lengthy calculation and as an example, we consider a problem where a 1 = a 2 = 0. From the condition 2 = 4 1 we derive b 2 = 3b 1 + 
It is clear that the analysis of periodic solutions obtained by setting = 0 or = runs along the same lines as in lower order resonance cases. Consider = 0. The xed point of the averaged equations is determined by the last equation of (18). Since we are looking for periodic solutions which are di erent from normal modes, we assume both 1 and 2 to be nonzero. Writing = 2 The result in (24) shows that for the 3 : 2-resonance, there is no resonant term in the normalized hamiltonian up to degree 5. In (25), which is for the 4 : 1-resonance, there are resonant terms in the normalized hamiltonian of degree 5. The conclusion is that, after the rst-order 2 : 1-resonance, the 4 : 1-resonance is the most prominent resonance in the elastic pendulum. Following the analysis in section 3, we can also determine the sizes of the resonance manifolds which depend on the lowest degree of resonant terms in the normal form. We repeat this for cases in which the resonant terms arise in H 7 ; : : : ; H 10 . The results are summarized in table 2. Note that a low order resonance as the 3 : 1-resonance gures here at relatively high order. We checked our result numerically for some of the resonances by constructing the Poincar e map and by calculating the size of the resonance domain. In the numerical integrations we vary " and study how this a ects the size of the resonance manifold. We found con rmation for the 4 : 1-resonance and the 6 : 1-resonance. As table 2 shows, the numerical integration takes a long time. Figure 3 shows the map for the 6 : 1-resonance. To avoid long computation times, we increased the value of ". In gure 4 we demonstrate the size and visibility of the resonance domain as " increases for the 6 : 1-resonance. In gure 5 the 4 : 1-resonance and the 6 : 1-resonance are compared.
Conclusion and comments
We have shown that symmetry assumptions strongly a ect some of the lower order and higher order resonances in two degrees of freedom hamiltonian systems. In those cases, the symmetry assumption on one of the degrees of freedom implies a degeneration of the normal form. This degeneration forces us to extend the normalization. Consequently, the resonant terms appear at higher order compared with the case without symmetry assumptions. The conclusion is then that some of the lower order resonances behave like higher order ones. This makes sense since we know that for instance the 1 : 2 resonance can be viewed as 2 : 4 resonance or 3 : 6 resonance etc. In the general, mathematically generic case, lower order resonance corresponds with strong interaction between the modes while higher order resonance corresponds with weak interaction. For symmetric potential problems in 1 : 2 resonance, we have shown that at a certain critical value of the energy, localized in phase-space at some distance of equilibrium, the system behaves like a strong resonance while for other values of the energy it produces higher order resonance. We note that the presence of this critical energy involves the In applying the analysis to the elastic pendulum we have found a numerical con rmation of our analytic estimates of the size of the resonance domain. Also we have found a new hierarchy in the resonances due to two reasons. First because of physical restrictions the m : n resonances with m < n are eliminated. Secondly the symmetry assumption. As is well-known the 2 : 1 resonance is the most prominent resonance, the next one is the 4 : 1 resonance. There are still some unsolved problems for the 1 : 1 resonance but we note that from the point of view of mechanics this resonance is of lesser importance for the elastic pendulum.
